Setting new standards for maximizing workflow, efficiency, productivity and security, the Copystar CS 4003i Black & White Multifunctional System brings power and versatility to today’s demanding office environments. Crisp elegant black text and detailed graphics merge with an exceptional array of scanning, input and professional finishing options to drive your business forward. Comprehensive and unmatched in reliability, the CS 4003i is engineered to deliver results.

- Crisp Black and White Output up to 40 Pages per Minute
- Exceptional Print Quality at up to 1200 dpi
- Scalable Paper Capacity for Longer Job Runs
- Flexible Media Support and Paper Sizes up to 12” x 48”
- Customizable 10.1” Color Touch Screen with Intuitive, Tablet-Like Usability
- Diverse Portfolio of Business Applications for Enhanced Capabilities, such as Scan Distribution to Back-end Applications and Document Management Systems and Print Management to Control Devices, User Policies, and Output Costs
- Professional Finishing Options for a Polished Output, Including a 4,000-Sheet External Finisher and Optional Booklet Folder
- Standard USB Host Interface for On-the-Go Printing and Scanning
- Efficient Color Scanning up to 220 ipm
- Convenient Wireless Printing and Scanning
- Apple AirPrint®, Google Cloud Print™, Mopria® and KYOCERA Mobile Print Support
Specifications and design are subject to change without notice. For the latest on connectivity, please visit www.ycopstar.com.
MAC and AirPrint are trademarks of Apple, Inc. Google Cloud Print is a trademark of Google, Inc.
Copystar, PREScribe, KX Driver, and Command Center RX are the trademarks of the Kyocera Companies.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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